The Professional’s Choice in Gold ®

Welcome to the Certified Gold Exchange Online Tutorial
The most important tool in any investor’s kit is knowledge and we at Certified Gold
Exchange want our customers to be the best informed investors in the precious metals
market. Only then can we succeed in our unrelenting pursuit of the total satisfaction of
every single customer who entrusts us with their Gold Investment needs.
As you read through these pages let your imagination wander. Investing is about the
future – try to envision the role gold can play in realizing your dreams. But sound
investing also requires us to take a look at the past, to see things we have done right and
to discover things we could have done better. With that insight we can move forward and
craft an investment strategy ideally suited to our individual goals, resources, and dreams.
Of course it is not possible to cover every detail of every topic of interest to every reader.
We have tried to cover each subject with broad strokes, and we have placed links at the
end where you can find additional information. Still, we expect that many of your
questions will go unanswered. For that we invite you to call us at any time and ask to
speak with one of our Precious Metals Investment Advisors. They are not paid on
commission for the simple reason that their function is to advise - not sell.
We have prepared this tutorial for you, and we hope you find it very useful, interesting,
and informative. However, we know it will always be a work in progress and we depend on
your thoughtful comments to help us keep making it better. Just give us a call at 1-800300-0715, we would love to hear from you.
Thank you for stopping by. We are certain you will find that your time has been well
spent.
Sincerely
Janet Villa
VP of Client Services
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Why Invest In Gold?
Why should you invest in gold? As you will find throughout this tutorial, gold offers a great
number of benefits. However, these three reasons to invest in gold top the list:
1. Growing Global Demand.
Despite the worldwide economic slowdown, the huge emerging economies of China and
India are consuming ever greater quantities of gold and silver. Consequently, the demand
for these precious metals is experiencing explosive growth, which in turn drives up their
price. These economies are only in their infancy, promising that this trend will continue
into the foreseeable future.
2. Not Linked to Currency.
Our national debt is already several times our Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and has
severely weakened the dollar, which is not backed by any tangible asset. While the value
of paper assets is tightly linked to that of the dollar, the value of gold is independent and
universal.
3. Invest In Gold to Counter Declining Stocks.
Although US interest rates are at historic lows, eventually the government will be forced
to raise them to counter inflation. As interest rates go up, so does the cost of money. The
higher cost of money means corporations have less money to invest, driving down the
value of stocks and bonds. History shows us that the value of gold always reacts to
counter the declining value of stocks and bonds.
In Other Words.
This is what the head of the Household Trading Division of Certified Gold Exchange had to
say when asked why it is necessary and prudent to invest in gold:
Leading my answers as to "why invest in gold" is that I love America and its citizens, but
our political system has caused many problems for the national economy over the years.
These problems are due to trillions of American taxpayer dollars that have been put into a
failing financial system. Invest in gold because it could safeguard you and preserve your
wealth during difficult economic times. Gold has also been historically proven to make
profit for investors when mainstream investing is at a standstill. These are my personal
reasons as to why one should invest in precious metals and it drives my days and nights
knowing that my staff and I have the ability to help the citizens of the United States
cement their financial strength with gold. Call and speak to myself or one of our friendly
experts today by calling 1-800-300-0715.
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Types of Gold Investments
The two most common types of gold investment are those in modern bullion
products and certified rare gold coins. Because of their small size, investors can take
physical possession of these assets; secure storage requires no more than a safe deposit
box.
Both of these products should be powerful weapons in any gold investment strategy.
Whether it is to be for short or long term investment may determine which product is
right for you.
Modern Gold Bullion Products – the vehicle of choice for short-term gold
investment
Modern gold bullion is available in two convenient forms: bars and coins. Each comes in a
variety of common weights – bars from 1 gram to 400 ounces, and coins from 1/10 ounce
to 1 ounce. Recently coins weighing as little as 1/20 ounce and as much as one kilogram
have been introduced as well.
Gold bullion coins are legal tender struck and guaranteed by government mints, giving
them instant liquidity worldwide. Gold bullion bars that are struck and guaranteed by
certain prominent private sector companies – in particular Credit Suisse and Johnson
Matthey - are equally liquid. Because the purchase premium on bullion products is very
low, their value closely follows the spot price of gold.
Low premiums, superior liquidity, and high profitability make modern bullion products the
ideal short-term gold investment.
Certified Rare Gold Coins – the vehicle of choice for long-term gold investment
Since the advent of third party coin grading and certifying services in the late 1980s, rare
coins have become a viable and profitable vehicle for long-term gold investment. Today,
thanks to highly reputable firms such as NGC and PCGS, trade of rare gold coins is
commonplace.
Rare gold coins along with a label bearing the certification information are encapsulated in
a tamper evident package. This packaging provides both protection for the coin and a
secure permanent record of its assessment. Both NGC and PCGS also guarantee their
coins for authenticity and grade, and both maintain broad networks of authorized dealers
where their respective coins are instantly accepted.
The value of Certified Gold Coins is enhanced and stabilized by their worth to collectors.
This rarity premium, which will only increase as more investors enter the market, can
easily exceed their higher purchase premium. Also, because of their status as collectibles
Certified Gold Coins are not subject to potential government confiscation.
Superior long-term stability, value as collectibles, and immunity from confiscation make
Certified Coins the ideal long-term gold investment.
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The Exchange For All Your Needs
Whether you are a licensed dealer, investment fund manager, or household
investor, Certified Gold Exchange has the resources, expertise, and clout to make your
gold investments painless and profitable. Our non-commissioned certified gold specialists
are here solely to assist you in making the optimal long or short term investment for your
specific goals and needs. They will answer all of your questions and guide you to relevant
research until you fully understand the investment you are planning to make. Whenever
you need accurate information fast, just call us at 1-800-300-0715.

How To Begin Gold Coin Investing And Come Out A Winner
Five Golden Rules - A Winning Strategy for Your Gold Coin Investing
1. Physically Hold Your Gold Investment.
Certified Gold Exchange strongly recommends that you take physical possession of your
gold assets with free delivery right to your door. That way you will have total control over
your investment and your coins will always be close by to admire and share with others.
However, do not keep your gold at home unless you have a strong safe securely bolted to
your house’s structure. A safe deposit box at your bank is ideal for inexpensive and secure
storage.
If you prefer not to hold your gold coin investment, Certified Gold Exchange will gladly
arrange storage for you with either Brinks or Delaware Depository Services Company
(DDSC). Your gold will be held worry-free in a secure depository for a reasonable annual
fee.
2. Know a Company’s Reputation Before Putting Your Trust in Them.
In a very real sense whenever you invest you are placing your future in somebody else’s
hands. In the exchange of certified gold, there is good cause to be especially wary.
Exercise due diligence before you invest with any dealer. At a minimum, investigate their
record with the Better Business Bureau, paying particular attention to the number of
complaints filed in the past several years. There should be very few, and none should
have gone on unresolved. Would you want to be that one customer whose investment is
jeopardized by some unsettled issue?
From the day we opened the doors Certified Gold Exchange has maintained a Zero
Complaint, A+ rating with the Better Business Bureau, a flawless record that no other
exchange can match. And it didn’t happen by accident. We earn our reputation for
accountability, integrity and reliability every day and with every customer.
3. Demand a Gold Coin Investing Account Agreement and Understand it Before
You Sign.
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No matter how great your faith is in your business partner, everything is subject to
change. Ask your dealer for a copy of their account agreement before you commit, and
question your dealer about every detail you don’t fully understand. Anything but full
cooperation from your dealer is your signal to back away.
4. Select Only Widely Traded Gold Products.
One of the most attractive features of gold assets is its liquidity, but not all gold is created
equal in that respect. Limit your gold investment products to those with proven steady
demand and worldwide recognition. We recommend:
o
o
o

Mainstream Gold Bullion Coins
COMEX acceptable Gold Bullion Bars, preferably Credit Suisse or Johnson Matthey
MS grade gold coins certified by NGC or PCGS

5. Insist on Immediate Shipment When Your Payment Clears.
If a dealer doesn’t ship in a timely manner, chances are you paid for product that was not
in their possession. Certified Gold Exchange strictly adheres to the law and guarantees
shipment of your order within these limits:
o
o
o
o

Bank Wire - 3 Business Days
Cashier's Check - 7 Business Days
Personal Check - 10 Business Days
Company Check - 10 Business Days

And one more: There is never a better time than now
Follow these 5 golden rules for a gold coin investing experience that is safe, profitable,
and fun!
Find out more about why Certified Gold Exchange is the dealer of choice for investing in
gold coins. Call 1-800-300-0715 today.

Wise Gold Investing
Wise gold investing is simply getting the maximum benefit from your available funds by
selecting gold products that are best suited to your specific goals and needs.
Wise Gold Investing Begins With Selecting Your Investment Partner
Your partner should have a sterling reputation and a well-established presence in the gold
market. Your partner should be exceptionally knowledgeable, experienced, and
determined that you be well informed. And above all, your partner’s mission must be to
do everything necessary to ensure complete satisfaction with your gold investment
experience.
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That’s a pretty tall order and one that very few companies can fill. But with due diligence
such a partner can be found and it will prove to be very well worth the effort. You should
expect a lot from your investment partner, and you deserve to get it.
is
confident that even the most thorough investigation will prove us to be your investment
partner of choice.
Your Investment Partner Must First Be a Trusted Advisor
The first thing your advisor should want to know is what you want to accomplish with your
gold investment, and this can be discovered only through friendly, probing dialogue. Your
advisor must be patient and eager to answer your questions. Your advisor should freely
suggest other resources whenever you feel the need of further knowledge. Your advisor
should thoroughly explore a variety of investing options with you. And your advisor should
never rush you into any decision or pressure you for a sale.
At Certified Gold Exchange your gold investing advisors are non-commissioned Certified
Gold Specialist whose only incentive is to deliver the best service in the business.
Your Investment Partner Must Be a Straight Shooter
Your partner should freely and clearly explain the risks involved with your investment.
Your partner should discuss with you how current and historical market trends affect your
risk but should never suggest that information “proves” you will profit from your
investment. Quite simply, there are no guarantees regardless of where you invest.
Your partner should never encourage you to convert more than a prudent amount of your
assets into gold, or try to convince you to invest more than you are comfortable with. Get
rich quick schemes abound and they inevitably prove to be the short route to poverty.
Wise gold investing is all about diversifying your investments for better overall
performance of your portfolio.
When you finally settle on the products for your investment, make sure the quote you
receive is for the final price you will pay to have your purchase in hand. There should be
no hidden fees and no odd charges intended to disguise markup. No honest dealer is
ashamed of making a reasonable profit.
Finally, if you are offered a deal that sounds to good to be true, it most certainly is. Find
another dealer.
Expect More. Demand More. Get More
Wise gold investing has a lot more to do with service than it does with price, so Certified
Gold Exchange puts that issue to rest with PriceMatchPlus® - our exclusive guarantee that
we will beat any legitimate certified coin quote by 1%. We are a large volume dealer and
pass that advantage along to every single customer.
To learn more about the things that really do matter in making wise gold investments,
call 1-800-300-0715 today and ask to speak with one our friendly certified gold
specialists.
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Gold Bullion Investing Dos & Don'ts
The Gold Bullion Investing Don'ts - Deadly Pitfalls to Avoid
•

Don’t Choose Your Gold Bullion Investing Partner Based on Celebrity
Endorsements or Splashy TV Ads.

Celebrity endorsements and splashy TV ads don’t come cheaply, so how does a company
pay for them? Actually, they don’t – their customers do, to the tune of hundreds of
millions of dollars in 2009 alone. Why put your hard earned money at risk by selecting
your gold bullion investment partner based on a pitchman’s spiel or the endorsement of
celebrities whose only expertise is the script they have been paid to read?
•

Don’t Do Your Gold Bullion Investing With High-Pressure Sales
Representatives.

If you get any pressure at all from a representative it is time to get another partner;
clearly your best interests have taken a back seat. When representatives use high
pressure tactics it is almost always because they are paid on commission. They are
salesmen first and their motivation is not to serve but only to get as many quick sales as
possible.
•

Don’t Invest More Than 30% of Your Total Assets in Gold Bullion.

Gold bullion is often called the mirror of the stock market because trends in its value
oppose those of stocks and bonds. Only the right mix of both gold and paper assets can
give your portfolio the stability you are seeking with diversification. Based on decades of
data, experts agree that holding 20% to 30% of total assets in gold provides the ideal
balance.
The Gold Bullion Investment Do's - Rules to Follow
•

Do Work Closely With a Trusted Gold Specialist to Determine the Gold
Bullion Investment That is Perfectly Suited to Your Individual Goals and
Needs.

Your partner should help you understand the risks as well as the rewards and never
suggest an investment that is not prudent for your financial situation.
•

Do Choose Your Gold Investing Partner Based on Due Diligence and
Common Sense.

Check out what really matters – their accountability, integrity, and reliability.
•

Do Insist on Non-Commissioned Professional Specialists Who Clearly
Demonstrate the Desire to Help You.

Remember you are looking for a partner – not a vendor.
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It all boils down to trust.
Avoiding these three pitfalls will not only save you money – it will make your gold bullion
investing experience far more enjoyable and give you peace of mind as well.
At Certified Gold Exchange we know that trust does not come quickly or easily. We take
the time and do whatever is necessary to earn the trust of every single member of our
growing family of investors.
For more useful advice call 1-800-300-0715 and ask to speak with one of our certified
gold specialists.

Bullion Investments (Bars and Coins)
Throughout history gold has been the benchmark for evaluating the worth of currencies,
and today gold bullion investments are universally recommended to hedge against
declining value in stocks, bonds, and currency.
The Investor’s Choice.
Certified Gold Exchange, Inc. (CGE) has served licensed precious metal dealers and
institutional gold traders since 1992. In 2001 we opened our doors to household investors
enabling them for the first time to invest in gold bullion with the same security,
confidence, and volume discounts previously afforded only to market insiders. Today CGE
is North America’s premier platform for the exchange of precious metals.
You may trade any certified gold product on Certified Gold Exchange, but to benefit from
our volume business you should select from the Gold Bullion Coin and Gold Bullion Bar
Investments listed below.
Gold Bullion Coins Are Ideal For Short-Term Investments
Gold coins are the ideal choice for short-term gold bullion investment. These coins are
legal tender and guaranteed for weight and purity by the country that issues them. The
exquisite designs of gold bullion coins and the history behind them further enhance their
value. Most gold bullion coins are 24 karat, 99.99% pure gold. They come in a great
variety of weights that typically range from 1/10 ounce to 1 ounce, but by far the most
commonly traded coins weigh one ounce. Instant worldwide liquidity and the ability to
take physical possession give investors complete control over their gold bullion coin
investments.
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American Gold Eagle Coin
Fineness = 0.916

Size
1.0000
0.5000
0.2000
0.0010

Diameter
Troy oz 32.7
Troy oz 27.0
Troy oz 22.0
Troy oz 16.5

Thickness
mm 2.87 mm
mm 2.15 mm
mm 1.78 mm
mm 1.26 mm

The American Gold Eagle carries forth the tradition of the renowned double-eagle minted
from 1907 to 1933. The obverse displays a stunning rendition of the iconic Augustus
Saint-Gaudens' full length figure of Lady Liberty with her flowing hair, torch held high in
her right hand illuminating the way, and an olive branch in her left hand, outstretched in
an offering of peace. On the reverse, in a dramatic design by sculptor Miley Busiek, an
eagle descends clutching an olive branch, an offering to his mate and her hatchlings in the
nest below.
Unlike most other modern bullion coins, the American Gold Eagle is 22 karat, .9167 pure
gold alloyed with silver and copper for superior durability. Gold Eagles are a true American
product, restricted by law to contain only metals mined in the United States. American
Gold Eagles are the best selling 22-karat gold coin in the world and they account for over
80% of American gold bullion coin investments.
Australian Dragon Gold Coin
Fineness = 0.9999

Size
1.0000
0.2500
0.1000
0.0500

Diameter
Troy oz 32.1
Troy oz 20.1
Troy oz 16.1
Troy oz 14.1

Thickness
mm 2.80 mm
mm 2.00 mm
mm 1.50 mm
mm 1.40 mm
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The 2000 Australian Dragon is fifth in the Lunar series of these modern collectible coins.
These coins are beautifully struck in 24 karat gold and have an appearance rivaling that of
proofs. Each coin in the series features one of the twelve animals of the ancient Chinese
Lunar Calendar and with the exception of the 2-ounce, 10-ounce, and 1-kilo coins, each
has limited mintage. The one-ounce coins have the lowest cap with production limited to
30,000 each year.
Being the millennium coin, the Australian Dragon is of particular interest in the Lunar
series. Having already reached its production cap, the one-ounce 2000 Gold Australian
Dragon will no longer be produced. Although the coin is still legal tender, it is now
considered collectible, increasing its value as a gold bullion coin investment.
Australian Kangaroo Gold Coin
Fineness = 0.9999

Size
Diameter
1.0000 Kilo 75 .3 mm
10.0000 Troy oz 60.3 mm
2.0000 Troy oz 40.6 mm
1.0000 Troy oz 32.1 mm
0.5000 Troy oz 25.1 mm
0.2500 Troy oz 20.1 mm
0.1000 Troy oz 16.1 mm
0.05000 Troy oz 14.1 mm

Thickness
13.90 mm
7.90 mm
4.00 mm
2.80 mm
2.40 mm
2.00 mm
1.50 mm
1.40 mm

The Australian Kangaroo is a beautifully rendered 24 karat gold coin featuring a unique
frosted design that gives it a two tone effect. Each year a different portrait of a kangaroo
distinguishes the coin from other mintages. The unusual beauty of the Australian
Kangaroo has made it a popular choice for gold bullion coin investment since first
introduced in 1986. The Australian Kangaroo also premiered “jumbo” gold coins, topped
by the largest gold bullion coin in regular production – weighing a full one kilogram.
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Australian Lunar Snake Gold Coin
Fineness = 0.9999

Size
Kilo
10.0000 Troy oz
2.0000 Troy oz
1.0000 Troy oz
0.2500 Troy oz
0.1000 Troy oz
0.0500 Troy oz

Diameter
75.3 mm
60.3 mm
40.6 mm
32.1 mm
20.10 mm
16.10 mm
14.10 mm

Thickness
13.90 mm
7.90 mm
4.00 mm
2.80 mm
2.00 mm
1.50 mm
1.40 mm

The 2001 Australian Snake is sixth in the Lunar series of modern collectible coins. Like the
other coins in this series, the Australian Snake is beautifully struck in 24 karat gold and
has an appearance rivaling that of proofs. The Australian Snake has not yet met the
production cap so they are still available at near bullion prices, making them an excellent
choice for gold bullion coin investment.
Austrian Corona Gold Coin
Fineness = 0.900

Size
Diameter
0.9802 Troy oz 37.1 mm

Thickness
2.29 mm

Austrian 100 Corona gold coins (commonly called Coronas) were among the first products
available for gold bullion coin investments when private possession of gold once again
became legal in America. Austrian Coronas are .9000 fine (21.6 karat) and weigh .9802
ounce. The obverse bears the likeness of Franz Joseph I, Austrian Emperor from 1848 to
1916. The Austrian Coat of Arms, a double eagle with crown, is portrayed on the reverse,
and Emperor Joseph’s motto, Viribus unitis (with united forces) is inscribed on the edges.
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All Coronas are restrikes dated 1915 and are no longer minted or promoted. Due to their
relative obscurity, Coronas trade at one of the lowest premiums in the market. Bargain
hunting investors need look no further than the Austrian Corona for their gold bullion coin
investment.
Austrian Philharmonic Gold Coin
Fineness = 0.9999

Size
1.0000
0.5000
0.2500
0.1000

Troy
Troy
Troy
Troy

oz
oz
oz
oz

Diameter
37.0 mm
28.0 mm
22.0 mm
16.0 mm

Thickness
2.00 mm
1.60 mm
1.20 mm
1.20 mm

The beautiful Austrian Philharmonic is the first gold bullion coin to be struck in the Euro
denomination. In honor of the Wiener Philharmoniker (Vienna Philharmonic), the obverse
bears the Great Organ of the Großer Musikvereinssaal (Golden Hall), widely recognized as
the most beautiful and acoustically perfect concert hall in the world. A collection of
instruments on the reverse represents the orchestra.
The Austrian Philharmonic has long been a favorite in Europe, and being the first gold
bullion Euro coin its popularity for gold bullion coin investment has spread around the
globe.
Canadian Maple Leaf Gold Coin
Fineness = 0.9999

Size
1.0000
0.5000
0.2500
0.1000

Troy
Troy
Troy
Troy

oz
oz
oz
oz

Diameter
30.0 mm
25.0 mm
20.0 mm
16.0 mm

Thickness
2.87 mm
2.23 mm
1.78 mm
1.13 mm
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0.0500 Troy oz 14.1 mm

0.92 mm

Introduced in 1979, the Canadian Gold Maple Leaf was the world’s first .999 pure gold
bullion coin. In 1982 the Royal Canadian Mint reset the benchmark for gold bullion coins
to today’s .9999 fine. Perhaps only to prove it could be done, in 2007 the mint introduced
a limited edition “5 nines” ( .99999) fine gold bullion coin.
Due to their exceptional purity, Canadian Gold Maple Leafs are extremely popular for gold
bullion coin investments and they have become the best selling 24-karat gold coin in the
world.
Chinese Panda Gold Coin
Fineness = 0.999

Size
1.0000
0.5000
0.2500
0.1000
0.0500

Troy
Troy
Troy
Troy
Troy

oz
oz
oz
oz
oz

Diameter
32.1 mm
27.0 mm
22.0 mm
18.0 mm
13.9 mm

Thickness
2.70 mm
1.85 mm
1.53 mm
1.05 mm
0.83 mm

First struck in 1982, the Chinese Panda introduced the concept of modern bullion
collectibles. Each year a limited number of Chinese Pandas are struck featuring a unique
panda design on the reverse (with the exception of the 2001 Panda, which had the same
design as the 2000 coin). The obverse portrays the Hall of Prayer for Good Harvests of the
Temple of Heaven in Beijing with The Peoples’ Republic of China inscribed in Chinese on
the top and the mint year inscribed on the bottom. In certain years minor variations in the
design can be found that identify the originating mint.
The universal love of panda bears, the novelty of Chinese bullion, and limited mintages
combine to make the Chinese Panda an excellent choice for gold bullion coin investments.
The 2010 Chinese Panda, portraying two panda cubs at play, might just be the most
popular yet.
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French Rooster Gold Coin
Fineness = 0.900

Size
Diameter Thickness
0.1867 Troy oz 21.0 mm 1.40 mm
The French Gold Rooster (Coq d’Or) is a very interesting and unique gold bullion coin.
Although French Gold Roosters are considered rare – mintage ran from 1901 to 1914 –
they are still plentiful and therefore quite affordable. (Actually, Roosters have been found
with dates as early as 1899, but Gold Roosters minted prior to 1901 are true rarities.)
Like the Corona, The French Gold Rooster is struck from 90.00% fine gold.
Lady Liberty graces the obverse of the French Gold Rooster. On the reverse is a strutting
rooster beneath the words “Liberté, Egalité, Fraternité” (Liberty, Equality, Brotherhood),
the country’s motto since the French Revolution.
All lovers of history will want to add the French Gold Rooster to their gold bullion coin
investment portfolio.
South African Krugerrand Gold Coin
Fineness = 0.916

Size
Diameter Thickness
1.0000 Troy oz 32.6 mm 2.75 mm
Introduced in 1967, the Krugerrand was the first legal tender gold coin struck for the
purpose of gold trade. As the world’s largest producing nation, South Africa has circulated
nearly 1500 tons of Krugerrands. In the 1970s and 1980s the country engaged in an
aggressive marketing campaign targeting Americans, who had only recently regained the
right to privately hold gold bullion coin investments.
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South African Krugerrands are struck from 22 karat (.9167 fine) gold. A portrait of Paul
Kruger, the last president of the Republic of South Africa, appears on the obverse, and a
Springbok antelope adorns the reverse. The springbok (literally “jumping antelope” in
Afrikaans) was the national symbol of South Africa under white minority rule.

Gold Bullion Bars For Short-Term Investment
Fineness = 0.9999

Size
1.0000 Troy Oz

Diameter
29.00 mm x 50.00 mm 1.40 mm

Gold bars are the perfect product for short-term gold bullion investment. While gold
bullion bars have the lowest premiums of gold bullion products, they are not classified as
collectibles and they would therefore be susceptible to confiscation if the Government
were to revert to the policies of 1933.
Gold bullion bars are also sized for easy physical possession, and those bearing the mark
of prominent producers such as Credit Suisse and Johnson Matthey enjoy the same
instant worldwide liquidity as do gold bullion coins.
Johnson Matthey
Produced by one of the founding members of the London Gold Fixing, the Johnson
Matthey name is well recognized and highly respected throughout the world. Johnson
Matthey 24-karat gold bullion bars are considered by many to be the highest quality
bullion available today. These bars come in a variety of weights ranging from one ounce
to 16.5 pounds. For short-term strategies, Johnson Matthey is a name you can trust for
your gold bullion bar investments.
Credit Suisse
Also known as Credit Swiss, these 24-karat gold bars are backed by the prestigious Credit
Suisse Bank of Switzerland and bear that highly respected hallmark. The mark alone
guarantees recognition and acceptance everywhere in the world; their exceptional beauty
and quality will only enhance their value for gold bullion bar investment.
Our Bullion Prices
You can purchase any one-ounce bullion bar or coin listed above for only $0.99 to $1.99
over wholesale price, delivery included. In order to offer these exceptional prices we
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require a minimum purchase of ten ounces. There is never a fee to sell the gold you
purchased from Certified Gold Exchange or any of our authorized dealers.
And so much more.
The products listed here but scratch the surface of what is available for your gold bullion
investments through Certified Gold Exchange. Although these represent the most
popularly traded gold bullion bars and coins today, it is important to stay abreast of this
ever changing market. For up-to-date information on all of our gold bullion products,
call 1-800-300-0715 and ask to speak with one of our certified gold specialists.

Certified Rare Gold Coins
An Investment to Treasure
The allure of gold has endured throughout history. In the earliest days of commerce
nations and states pressed gold into coins whose value was universally recognized and
accepted. Over the centuries the art of minting gold coins was continually refined as
nations vied for the honor of having the most stunning currency. Many of the finest
examples from the late 19th century and early 20th century were seized by collectors
before they were circulated and are available to investors today.
The Rarity Premium: Advantage or Disadvantage?
Two things determine the value of Certified Rare Gold Coins – their gold content and the
rarity premium, an added value determined by the scarcity and desirability of the coin.
There is a finite number of any rare coin in existence and no possibility of more being
produced, so the scarcity of the coin depends solely on how many are available to the
public. Any highly desirable coin will become scarcer as the number of collectors and
investors increases – decreased supply and increased demand rapidly drive the rarity
premium upward.
Many “experts” see that as cause to warn investors to steer clear of rare coins, but
consider their argument. In essence they contend that the high premium over the spot
price of the gold content means you get less for your money, inferring that the premium
goes into the pocket of the dealer who sold the coin (as if the dealer who purchased the
coin didn’t have to pay the premium as well). We invest in those things that we believe
have a high probability of increasing in value over time. Both the gold content and rarity
premium of Certified Rare Gold Coins fit the criterion very well, doubling the prospects for
good returns.
Value Added: The Intangible Treasure of Certified Rare Gold Coins.
The rare coin market has a fixed supply (no new rare coins are being minted), which
means there is stronger demand that can only be satisfied through price increases.
Everything else aside, nothing compares to the historic richness and enduring artistry of
Certified Rare Gold Coins. What other investment can be deemed a prized possession?
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But Sometimes Words Alone Just Won’t Do
So take a short break from the tutorial and browse through a sample from our extensive
gallery. There you will see some of the finest Rare Gold Coins available, every one of
which would be an investment you could treasure.
Additional Advantages of an Investment in Certified Rare Gold Coins.
•
•
•

Security. Authenticity and grade are guaranteed by unbiased independent grading
services and the coins are sealed in tamper evident capsules for protection.
Liquidity. Certified Rare Gold Coins are in constant demand and have immediate
liquidity worldwide.
Control. Physical possession and freedom from any third party liability give the
investor total control over their investment.

So, Are Certified Rare Gold Coins Better Than Stocks?
Although statistics have often been used to “prove” that Certified Rare Gold Coins are a
better investment than stocks, the truth is that a robust portfolio needs to have each in
prudent proportions. Stocks are capable of explosive growth and equally precipitous
declines - gold investments act to counter both. The right investment in Certified Rare
Gold Coins will add the protection you need in bad times and augment returns in the
good.
The Endless Gab about Government Grab
There is ample verbiage elsewhere on both sides of the debate over the possibility of
future government confiscation of bullion. These are three basic facts:
1. Our government has in the past confiscated bullion while exempting collectible gold
coins.
2. Our legal system is based on precedent.
3. Ten years after the lifting of the prohibition of publicly held gold, the government
tried to pass legislation clarifying the definition of collectible coins.
Whether that adds up to risk in holding bullion is for you to decide, but clearly any
advantage would go to Certified Rare Gold Coins.
Is Big Brother Watching Your Gold Transactions?
Here again the scale is tilted in favor of Certified Rare Gold Coins. Dealers are not
required to report any Rare Coin transaction to the Government. Most Gold Bullion Coin
liquidations over a certain amount do require filing a 1099, although there are a few
exceptions.
You Don’t Have to Be an Expert to Invest in Certified Rare Gold Coins.
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For many the vast number of investment options in Certified Rare Gold Coins seems
overwhelming at first. Relax. With the expertise, experience, and guidance of Certified
Gold Exchange on your side you can invest with confidence. You need not be an expert,
but don’t be surprised if you become one.
Gold Investing is serious business, but nothing is worth doing if you can’t have any fun
doing it. Life is to short. Let the experts at Certified Gold Exchange help you get started
on what could very well be a most rewarding and profitable investment in Certified Rare
Gold Coins. Call 1-800-300-0715 today and ask about our select inventory of
Investment Grade Rare Coins.
A Sampling of Our Gallery
First, this is what a typical Certified Rare Gold coin looks like:

The Masterpieces of Augustus Saint-Gaudens
President Theodore Roosevelt commissioned Augustus Saint-Gaudens to beautify all
American coinage, but unfortunately the artist died after completing only two – the
Double Eagle and the Indian Eagle. It is tragically ironic that vast numbers of SaintGaudens’ masterpieces would ultimately be seized and melted into bullion by the cousin of
the man who had commissioned their creation.
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Saint-Gaudens High Relief 1907 Double Eagle

Designer:
Augustus Saint-Gaudens
Face Value:
$20.00
Minted:
1907
Precious Metal Content: .96750 oz. Pure Gold
Diameter:
34mm
This Double Eagle - known officially as the Saint-Gaudens High Relief Roman Numerals
1907 - is considered by many to be the most beautiful American coin ever minted.
Augustus Saint-Gaudens designed this coin to reflect the art of his famed medallions,
which were relief portraits of exquisite detail. However, it took up to 11 strikes to produce
the original coins, which, along with the near impossibility of stacking them, caused
mintage to be halted after only 12,367 coins had been struck.
If you look closely you will notice two other unusual features of this coin: the date is in
Roman rather than Arabic numerals and the motto “In God We Trust” is missing. President
Roosevelt had asked that the motto be omitted to prevent profane use of God's name,
and many eagle and Double Eagle coins were minted without those words before
legislation was passed in 1908 requiring all currency to bear the motto.
The United States Mint fulfilled Augustus Saint-Gaudens’ vision with the release of the
Ultra High Relief Double Eagle Gold Coin in 2009. That coin has now joined the ranks of
modern collectibles and is no longer available from the Mint.
$20 Saint-Gaudens Double Eagle

Designer:

Augustus Saint-Gaudens
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Face Value:
Minted:
Precious Metal Content:
Diameter:

$20.00
1907-1933
.96750 oz. Pure Gold
34mm

In an attempt to correct the problems of stacking and having to make multiple strikes
while preserving the high relief of the original Saint-Gaudens Double Eagle, the mint
experimented with a thicker coin of smaller diameter. However, changing the dimensions
of any coin requires the consent of Congress and the idea was scrapped. Saint-Gaudens
was asked to redesign the coin for lower relief, resulting in the Double Eagle most familiar
today.
The obverse is graced with the iconic Lady Liberty striding out from the coin as a new day
breaks, a torch held high in her right hand lighting the way and an olive branch in her
outstretched left hand offering peace. Around the circumference are 46 stars,
representing the states in the Union. Two more stars were added in 1912 when Arizona
and New Mexico were admitted. The reverse is adorned with an Eagle in full flight over the
sun.
$10 Saint-Gaudens Indian Eagle

Designer:
Face Value:
Minted:
Precious Metal Content:
Diameter:

Augustus Saint-Gaudens
$10.00
1907-1933
48375 oz. Pure Gold
27mm

The magnificent $10 Gold Indian is the second coin designed by Augustus Saint-Gaudens.
The obverse features Lady Liberty adorned in an ornate feathered war bonnet emblazoned
with the word “Liberty”. Thirteen stars representing the original states encircle her head.
This bold design was met with considerable controversy when the coin was first released,
but over time the public came to understand and appreciate its extraordinary symbolism.
Like the Double Eagle, the Indian Eagle was first minted without the motto "In God We
Trust", but it was added following the passage of legislation requiring it in 1908. Also in
1908, forty-six stars appeared on the edges to represent the states of the Union at the
time and two more were added when Arizona and New Mexico were admitted in 1912.
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The Liberty Eagles
The obverse of Liberty Eagles borrows the Coronet design first used on the 1816 Large
Cent. That version was intended to make Lady Liberty appear more mature and came to
be commonly known as the Matron Head.
$20 Liberty Double Eagle

Designer:
Face Value:
Minted:
Precious Metal Content:
Diameter:

James B. Longacre
$20.00
1849-1907
.96750 oz. Pure Gold
34mm

Born out of the California gold rush, the Liberty Double Eagle was the first $20 coin
minted in America and had the highest gold content of any U. S. coin of the era. In all
three types of the Double Eagle were minted:
•

Type I, or “No Motto” with “Twenty D” denomination, minted 1849-1866

•

Type II, with “Twenty D” denomination, minted 1866-1876

•

Type III, with “Twenty Dollar” denomination, minted 1877-1907

The most prominent feature of the Liberty Double Eagle is on the reverse – one of the
most striking portraits of an eagle ever to grace an American coin. Although the design is
similar to that on other Eagles, the symmetry and full frontal portrayal on the Double
Eagle presents a far more imposing image.
Because Congress had specified the nomenclature for coins in 1792 – Quarter Eagle for
$2.50 coins, Half Eagle for $5 coins, and Eagle for $10 coins – it took another act of
Congress to assign the Double Eagle name to this new coin.
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$10 Liberty Eagle

Designer:
Face Value:
Minted:
Precious Metal Content:
Diameter:

Christian Gobrecht
$10.00
1838-1907
.48375 oz. Pure Gold
27mm

Due to its convenient size and denomination the Liberty Eagle was immensely popular
with the public, becoming one of the most circulated coins in U.S. history. Great numbers
of Eagles were hoarded during the Civil War as faith in paper currency plummeted. That
fear that was substantiated after the war when Eagles fetched two and a half times their
face value in paper currency.
$5 Liberty Half Eagle Rare Coin Investments

Designer:
Face Value:
Minted:
Precious Metal Content:
Diameter:

Christian Gobrecht
$5.00
1839-1908
.24187 oz. Pure Gold
22mm

The Liberty Half Eagle is the only coin to have been struck at all seven mints. From 1839
to 1865 the coin was minted without the words “In God We Trust”. This “No Motto”
version is extremely scarce due to efforts by the Government to curtail hoarding during
the Civil War. The motto was added in 1866 and remained on the coin through its final
mintage in 1908.
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Carrying on the Saint-Gaudens Legacy:
The $5 Indian Half Eagle and the $2.50 Indian Quarter Eagle
The untimely death of Augustus Saint-Gaudens led to one of his students, Bela Lyon Pratt,
being commissioned to redesign the Quarter and Half Gold Eagles. An exquisite profile of
an Indian chief wearing a full feathered headdress adorns the obverse while on the
reverse an Eagle stands proudly clutching an olive branch in one talon and arrows in the
other.
Unlike any other U. S. coin minted before or since, Pratt’s designs were incused
(recessed) rather than raised, making the coins’ intricate details possible. This caused a
great deal of consternation among the public, however, who feared the recessed features
would harbor bacteria. Their fear was so great that even uncirculated coins were put aside
for the future far less frequently than were other gold coins.
Pratt also decided to forgo using protective rims on his designs and as a result pristine
Indian Half and Quarter Eagles are extremely rare.
$5 Indian Half Eagle

Designer:
Face Value:
Minted:
Precious Metal Content:
Diameter:

Bela Lyon Pratt
$5.00
1908-1929
.24187 oz. Pure Gold
20mm
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$2.50 Indian Quarter Eagle

Designer:
Face Value:
Minted:
Precious Metal Content:
Diameter:

Bela Lyon Pratt
$2.50
1908-1929
.12094 oz. Pure Gold
17mm

Production of the Indian Quarter Eagle was halted from 1916 until 1925; five years later
production of that denomination ceased. The short run of mintages and its role as the last
Quarter Eagle to be minted have made the Indian Quarter Eagle particularly popular with
collectors and investors alike.
The American Gold Dollars
American Gold Dollars were minted between 1849 and 1889 in three distinct types. Each
features Lady Liberty on the obverse and a wreath encircling the denomination and date
on the reverse.
Liberty Gold Dollar Type I

Designer:
Face Value:
Minted:
Precious Metal Content:
Diameter:

James B. Longacre
$1.00
1849-1854
.04837 oz. Pure Gold
13mm
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Although commonly referred to as an Indian Gold Dollar, the Liberty Gold Dollar portrays
Lady Liberty adorned with a crown rather than a headdress. With a diameter of only 13
millimeters it is the smallest of the U.S. gold dollar coins. Also unique to the Type I, there
are no inscriptions on the obverse – unlike the others, “United States of America”
encircles the wreath on the reverse.
Because the small size of the Type I Liberty Dollars made them difficult to handle, a new
coin was ordered for the 1854 mintage. Higher mint state grades of the Type I Liberty
Gold Dollar are very rare. In an extremely scarce variation on just a few coins minted in
1849, Lady Liberty’s head is very small.
Indian Gold Dollar Type II

Designer:
Face
Minted:
Precious Metal Content:
Diameter:

James B. Longacre
Value: $1.00
1854-1856
.04837 oz. Pure Gold
15mm

The larger Type II Indian Gold Dollar has a diameter of 15 mm. It is the first in the series
to feature Lady Liberty adorned with an Indian headdress and the inscription “United
States of America” placed on the obverse. A problem with the design caused the date to
strike poorly and mintage was halted after only three years, making the Type II Indian
Gold Dollar the scarcest coin in the series.
Liberty Dollar Type III
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Designer:
Face Value:
Minted:
Precious Metal Content:
Diameter:

James B. Longacre
$1.00
1856-1889
.04837 oz. Pure Gold
15mm

To correct a problem of weak strikes on the first two coins in the series, the Type III
Indian Gold Dollar incorporated the Lady Liberty design used for the $3 gold piece. This
classic version of the gold dollar coin stayed in mintage for the next 33 years.
The Type II Indian Head Gold Dollar features Liberty in her feathered Indian headdress on
the obverse, the reverse depicts a wreath enclosing the denomination and date. The
diameter of the original Type 1 was increased by 2mm to 15mm to create the Type II so
that the coins could be handled more easily. However the coin did not strike up well
because of a design flaw. After being minted for only three years, the Type II was
replaced by a new design. Because of its scarcity, there is a high demand for the Type II
Gold Dollar, which is considered the key coin in the popular 12-Coin U.S. Gold Set.
Certified Gold Exchange will evaluate your personal investment goals and recommend the
most suitable form of rare coin investments to maximize profit and minimize risk. Call us
now for a free consultation or charts and population reports on your favorite coins. Our
friendly experts are available to assist you at 1-800-300-0715.

Rare Gold Coins vs. Bullion Gold Coins:
The Long and Short of Gold Coin Investing.
We Are All the Same in That We Are All Different.
The answer to whether Certified Rare Gold Coins or Modern Bullion Gold Coins make a
better investment is unique to every individual. It depends on many factors, such as
investment goals, propensity for risk, and the value placed on intangibles.
If Your Destination Lies Just Around the Bend . . .
Short term investing is all about generating cash. Investors buy gold expecting that in the
near future the price will rise to a point that satisfies their goals, at which time they sell.
They base their expectations on trends in the spot price, but there is risk because nobody
can be absolutely certain what lies around the bend. The amount of risk depends on how
long the gold is held.
Very short term investing - speculating on daily or weekly spikes in the volatile spot price
of gold - bears the greatest risk and consequently has the potential for the greatest
rewards. These trades, however, are almost always in derivatives, which can be riskier
than physical gold.
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Risk also increases when gold is held too long due to temporary reversals that are
inherent in the cyclical nature of the spot price. Most individual investors look for returns
over a period from one month to a little more than a year. For them, Modern Bullion Gold
Coins are ideal. These coins can be purchased at very near the spot price of their gold
content and their exceptional liquidity lets investors sell their assets the moment their
goal has been reached.
If Your Destination Lies Further Down the Road . . .
Long term investing is all about generating wealth. The ideal portfolio grows in value
consistently and substantially over many years, averaging out normal economic cycles
and holding steady through periods of economic instability. The key to successful long
term investing is diversity – a mix of the right assets in the right proportions. Of those
assets, one stands alone as a proven hedge against declining stocks and soaring inflation
– gold.
A great number of experts consider Certified Rare Gold Coins to be an ideal asset for long
term investment. These coins are exceptionally liquid and secure, and equally important,
their value is derived from two distinct attributes. The first, of course, is their content of
pure gold. The second is what is known as the rarity premium, which depends on the
scarcity and desirability of the coin. Scarcity is fixed – there will never be any more than
there is today – and desirability is rising in step with the rapidly growing interest among
investors. When you add in the intangibles of historical richness and timeless beauty, it is
hard to beat Certified Rare Gold Coins for long term investment.

Over the Horizon . . .
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There are limitless investment strategies, but their purpose is the same: building for a
future that is over the horizon, far out of sight. What that future will look like can only be
imagined. But one thing is certain: everything changes. Successful investing is not an
event, it is a part of daily life in which we observe the world and adjust our strategy to
changing times.
That is why it is so important to have an investment partner – and not just a dealer – for
your gold investments. With Certified Gold Exchange as your partner you will always have
the latest research and up-to-date reports at your disposal. Our expert advisors will get
you the answers you need when you need them and will work side by side with you to
help you reach your investment goals.
Whether your interest is in Certified Rare Coins, Modern Gold Bullion Coins, or any other
precious metal product - or if you just want to explore the possibilities – call Certified
Gold Exchange today at 1-800-300-0715.

Gold IRA Investments
The Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997 made it possible for Americans to fortify their retirement
accounts with gold and other precious metals in a “Gold IRA.” This protection has proven
to be invaluable as conventional IRAs invested in stocks and bonds have experienced
unprecedented losses over the past decade.
What Exactly is a Gold IRA?
Gold IRAs are structured like mainstream IRAs, subject to the same rules for contributions
and withdrawals. Gold IRAs can be traditional or Roth and have the same tax benefits as
the respective conventional IRAs.
Gold IRAs differ in that they allow investment in gold, silver, and platinum bullion in
addition to stocks, bonds, and other paper assets. Gold IRAs, are also self-directed.
Instead of a trustee controlling and holding the investments the investor decides where
the funds are invested while a custodian holds those assets.
Will My Investment Be Secure in The Hands of a Custodian?
Definitely! Custodial accounts are tightly regulated by the US Government. Certified Gold
Exchange has partnered with two of the most highly respected custodial firms in the
country - Sterling Trust Company and GoldStar Trust Company.
Sterling Trust Company
PO Box 2526
Waco, TX 76702
www.sterlingtrustcompany.com
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Sterling Trust Company is a widely recognized leader of the self-directed retirement plan
industry. Sterling has specialized in the custody of self-directed IRAs, qualified business
retirement plans and non-qualified custodial accounts since 1974 and now serves over
110,000 individuals and businesses in all 50 states. Sterling Trust currently holds $8
billion in assets under custodial and retirement administration.
GoldStar Trust Company
1401 4th Avenue
Canyon, Texas 79015
www.goldstartrust.com
GoldStar Trust Company is one of the nation's most complete retirement services
providers. Because GoldStar is a trust only branch of a Texas Bank, the Texas Department
of Banking closely monitor its financial condition. GoldStar Trust's financial safety and
quality service have made them a leader among all trust companies.
Can I Roll Over My Existing IRA?
That depends. If you are still working where your plan was originated you probably will
not be allowed to roll over your account. Ask your plan administrator, and although it is
unlikely, ask if your plan allows investment in gold.
If your 401(K), 403(B), or other qualified plan is no longer in service you may roll over all
or part of your account into a Gold IRA.
What Can I do if I Cannot Roll Over My Existing IRA?
You can open a separate IRA for your gold investments. The only restriction on having
multiple IRAs is that your combined contribution to all of them cannot exceed the limits of
a single account.
How Do I Get Started on My Gold IRA?
First call 1-800-300-0715 and ask for our Retirement Department. One of our friendly
retirement specialists will answer all of your questions guide you through the entire
process.
Once you have selected a custodian you will set up your Gold IRA account and submit the
appropriate forms if you intend to roll over an existing IRA. After that you may add gold
assets to your account whenever you wish, up to the contribution limits specified by the
Government. Your retirement specialist will always be at your disposal to assist you with
making the best Gold IRA investments for your unique situation.

Confiscation of Gold Bullion
Is it possible that the Government will once again confiscate gold as it did in 1933?
Absolutely not. Remotely. Possibly. Probably. Definitely. Those are the answers you will
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find, each from a well-meaning and possibly well-informed source. Ultimately you must
assess the risk for yourself, in light of the historical facts.
The First Gold Confiscation.
President Franklin Delano Roosevelt faced unprecedented challenges in the 1930s as the
country wallowed in the Great Depression. In 1933 he issued Executive Order 6102 to
confiscate publicly held gold bullion to shore up the dollar, which was then under the gold
standard. For those interested in the details of this order, the full text has been attached
at the end of this article.
Exception to the Order - and a Possible Portent.
One of the major exceptions to Executive Order 6102 is given in Section 2B: "gold coins
having recognized value to collectors of rare and unusual coins." This was at best
ambiguous, and the only attempt to quantify the definition came a decade after the order
was lifted in 1974. The proposed legislation classified rare gold and silver coins as
"collector coins from which the gross proceeds from a sale exceed more than a minimum
15% of the underlying precious metal content." One has to wonder why such clarification
was deemed necessary so long after the need for it had expired.
The Legality of Confiscation is Not an Issue.
We must also consider the nature of executive orders. For example, following the passage
of the National Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA) in 1933, Franklin D. Roosevelt created the
National Recovery Administration (NRA) by a separate executive order. The NRA had far
reaching effects on the country, even though it was ultimately invalidated by the Supreme
Court in 1935. Executive orders, regardless of their constitutionality, can be in effect for
years.
Why We Believe The Threat of Confiscation is Real
It is the opinion of our research team that confiscation remains a very real issue in the
current gold cycle. In response to the recent financial crisis the government has had to
infuse trillions of dollars into the economy. Dollars are fiat money, intrinsically worthless
currency that is used only as a medium of exchange. Because the dollar is backed only by
the good will of the United States government, there will always be a threat that holders
of U. S. debt will demand repayment in tangible assets. Gold bullion might well be the
only asset class that the Government can readily take from its citizens to appease its
creditors.
Historically no great country's currency has ever survived more than 100 years without
losing 95% of its value. However, the value of gold has endured the rise and fall of
countless civilizations. In these extraordinary times, it is only prudent to consider the
possibility that the government might enact Draconian measures in times of crisis,
regardless of whether they may eventually be reversed. We can only surmise which gold
products might be exempt from future confiscation. However, our legal system is built on
precedent, and the precedent here is Executive Order 6102.
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The precedent: Executive Order 6102
From: President of the United States Franklin Delano Roosevelt
To: The United States Congress
Dated: 5 April, 1933
Presidential Executive Order 6102
By virtue Of the authority vested in me by Section 5 (b) of the Act of October 6, 1917, as
amended by Section 2 of the Act of March 9, 1933, entitled "An Act to provide relief in the
existing national emergency in banking, and for other purposes," in which amendatory Act
Congress declared that a serious emergency exists, I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, President of
the United States of America, do declare that said national emergency still continues to
exist and pursuant to said section do hereby prohibit the hoarding of gold coin, gold
bullion, and gold certificates within the continental United States by individuals,
partnerships, associations and corporations and hereby prescribe the following regulations
for carrying out the purposes of this order:
Section 1. For the purposes of this regulation, the term "hoarding" means the withdrawal
and withholding of gold coin, gold bullion or gold certificates from the recognized and
customary channels of trade. The term "person" means any individual, partnership,
association or corporation.
Section 2. All persons are hereby required to deliver on or before May 1, 1933, to a
Federal Reserve Bank or a branch or agency thereof or to any member bank of the
Federal Reserve System all gold coin, gold bullion and gold certificates now owned by
them or coming into their ownership on or before April 28, 1933, except the following:
(a)

Such amount of gold as may be required for legitimate and customary use in
industry, profession or art within a reasonable time, including gold prior to
refining and stocks of gold in reasonable amounts for the usual trade
requirements of owners mining and refining such gold.

(b)

Gold coin and gold certificates in an amount not exceeding in the aggregate
$100 belonging to any one person; and gold coins having a recognized special
value to collectors. of rare and unusual coins.

(c)

Gold coin and bullion earmarked or held in trust for a recognized foreign
Government or foreign central bank or the Bank for International Settlements.

(d)

Gold coin and bullion licensed for other proper transactions (not involving
hoarding) including gold coin and bullion imported for re-export or held pending
action on applications for export licenses.

Section 3. Until otherwise ordered any person becoming the owner of any gold coin, gold
bullion, or gold certificates after April 28, 1933, shall, within three days after receipt
thereof, deliver the same in the manner prescribed in Section 2; unless such gold coin,
gold bullion or gold certificates are held for any of the purposes specified in paragraphs
(a), (b), or (c) of Section 2; or unless such gold coin or gold bullion is held for purposes
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specified in paragraph (d) of Section 2 and the person holding it is, with respect to such
gold coin or bullion, a licensee or applicant for license pending action thereon.
Section 4. Upon receipt of gold coin, gold bullion or gold certificates delivered to it in
accordance with Sections 2 or 3, the Federal Reserve Bank or member bank will pay
therefor an equivalent amount of any other form of coin or currency coined or issued
under the laws of the United States.
Section 5. Member banks shall deliver all gold coin, gold bullion and gold certificates
owned or received by them (other than as exempted under the provisions of Section 2) to
the Federal Reserve Banks of their respective districts and receive credit or payment
therefor.
Section 6. The Secretary of the Treasury, out of the sum made available to the President
by Section 501 of the Act of March 9, 1933, will in all proper cases pay the reasonable
costs of transportation of gold coin, gold bullion or gold certificates delivered to a member
bank or Federal Reserve Bank in accordance with Section 2, 3, or 5 hereof, including the
cost of insurance, protection, and such other incidental costs as may be necessary, upon
production of satisfactory evidence of such costs. Voucher forms for this purpose may be
procured from Federal Reserve Banks.
Section 7. In cases where the delivery of gold coin, gold bullion or gold certificates by the
owners thereof within the time set forth above will involve extraordinary hardship or
difficulty, the Secretary of the Treasury may, in his discretion, extend the time within
which such delivery must be made. Applications for such extensions must be made in
writing under oath, addressed to the Secretary of the Treasury and filed with a Federal
Reserve Bank. Each application must state the date to which the extension is desired, the
amount and location of the gold coin, gold bullion and gold certificates in respect of which
such application is made and the facts showing extension to be necessary to avoid
extraordinary hardship or difficulty.
Section 8. The Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized and empowered to issue
such further regulations as he may deem necessary to carry out the purposes of this order
and to issue licenses thereunder, through such officers or agencies as he may designate,
including licenses permitting the Federal Reserve Banks and member banks of the Federal
Reserve System, in return for an equivalent amount of other coin, currency or credit, to
deliver, earmark or hold in trust gold coin and bullion to or for persons showing the need
for the same for any of the purposes specified in paragraphs (a), (c) and (d) of Section 2
of these regulations.
Section 9. Whoever willfully violates any provision of this Executive Order or of these
regulations or of any rule, regulation or license issued thereunder may be fined not more
than $10,000, or, if a natural person, may be imprisoned for not more than ten years, or
both; and any officer, director, or agent of any corporation who knowingly participates in
any such violation may be punished by a like fine, imprisonment, or both.
This order and these regulations may be modified or revoked at any time.
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President of the United States of America
Franklin Delano Roosevelt
April 5, 1933

About Us
Purchase Gold Investments With The Market Innovators
Gold-Investment.info is produced by the Certified Gold Exchange and we have been
assisting institutional/household investors and licensed exchanges and collectors since our
founding in 1992. We take great pride in helping you achieve your investing dreams and
we do whatever we can to have another satisfied client.
Below Are The Products That We Can Offer You When Deciding to Purchase Gold
Investments:
 American Eagles
 Austrian Philharmonics
 British Sovereigns
 Canadian Maple Leafs
 Chinese Pandas
 $20 Saint Gaudens
 $20 Lady Liberties
 $10, $5, $2.5 Indian Heads
 Any COMEX Acceptable Bars And Coins
Our goal is to provide exceptional service and prices at all times and to guide you in the
best possible direction when you purchase gold investments. We understand that making
an investment can be difficult at times which is why our market experts are highly trained
in every aspect of the market in order to make your life easier. Investing shouldn’t be a
hassle, and we make it very simple to buy and sell instantly when you feel you need it
most.
Certified Gold Exhchange is the only North American precious metals exchange with a
perfect A+ Rating with the Better Business Bureau, so you can rest at ease knowing that
you are dealing with a long-standing and reputable company.
If you feel that you are prepared to make an investment in gold, simply call our
specialists at 1-800-300-0715 and we will help guide you on the road to preservation
and profit that could come as a result of owning precious metals.
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Research Links
We specialize in PCGS gold coins and bullion bars. If you're looking for other precious
metals items besides PCGS gold coins or bullion bars please contact one of our certified
coin specialist and we can refer you to a dealer in your area. When calling always ask
about our specials on PCGS gold coins & bullion bars with free delivery.
We have listed additional certified coinage & bullion statistics link below.
Australian Gold Council
www.australiangold.org.au

International Precious Metals Institute
www.ipmi.org

Chamber of Mines of South Africa
www.bullion.org.za

Kitco
www.kitco.com

Chicago Board Options Exchange
www.cboe.com

Mine Web
www.mineweb.com

Chicago Board of Trade
www.cbot.com

National Mining Association
www.nma.org

Chicago Mercantile Exchange
www.cme.com

New York Board of Trade
www.nybot.com

Commodity Research Bureau
www.crbtrader.com

New York Mercantile Exchange
www.nymex.com

CPM Group
www.cpmgroup.com

Resource Investor
www.resourceinvestor.com

Delaware Depository Service Company
www.delawaredepository.com

Shanghai Gold Exchange
www.sge.sh

Economic Research Service
www.ers.usda.gov

Sydney Futures Exchange LTD.
www.sfe.com.au

Gold Fields Mineral Services LTD
www.gfms.co.uk

The Association of Mining Analysts
www.ama.org.uk

Gold Seek
www.goldseek.com

The Bullion Desk
www.thebulliondesk.com

HSBC Bank
www.hsbc.com

The London Bullion Market Association
www.lbma.org.uk

Info Mine
www.infomine.com

The Silver Institute
www.silverinstitute.org

Institute of Materials, Minerals and Mining
www.iom3.org

Tokyo Commodity Exchange
www.tocom.or.jp

Above we have listed the most popular PCGS gold coins and bullion bars links. For
additional information on precious metals, contact our friendly experts at 1-800-3000715 .
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Conclusion
Today's investor has more choices than at any other time in history. Unfortunately, far too
many have learned the hard way that diversifying their portfolios only with more paper
assets provides no security against adverse financial conditions.
The peril of paper assets.
A vicious cycle begins whenever there is a sharp decline in available cash. Less cash
curtails spending and companies compensate for reduced revenues by eliminating jobs cutting spending even further. The Government tries to stimulate the economy by printing
more currency, but without the backing of hard assets the increased supply decreases the
currency’s value. The weaker currency drags all cash-based assets – such as stocks,
bonds, annuities, and money market instruments - down with it.
Interestingly, no real value is lost – only prices decline. Stocks, for example, still
represent the same proportionate ownership of the same company’s physical capital.
However, the market value of stocks is set by the prevailing sense of the company’s
overall health, an arbitrary evaluation that is tightly linked to the value of currency.
How gold can help you weather the storm.
The value of physical gold, on the other hand, is not tied to any government or
corporation and therefore does not bear the risk of devaluation associated with paper
assets. Instead, gold’s value is determined by global supply and demand. Existing “above
ground” stocks of gold were about 158,000 tons in 2006 while mining added only 2,239
tons. That along with international agreements, have created a very stable supply. If
demand were to remain constant, then the value of gold would remain constant while the
price of gold would rise to exactly counter the decline in the value of currency.
However, global demand is steadily increasing with the emergence of powerful new
economies. And, because of gold’s stabilizing effect, investors are converting more and
more soft assets into gold. Due to recent sharp increases, gold investment now accounts
for over 20% of total demand. When growth in demand exceeds growth in supply, the
actual value of gold increases accordingly.
So why not put all of my money into gold?
Remember the goal is to achieve balance in your investments. Just as gold hedges against
adverse movement in the value of paper investments, the opposite can also be true. Too
much of a good thing could put a damper on the long term growth of your total portfolio.
And in the short term, especially in times of economic panic, gold is susceptible to wild
speculation.
Take control over your financial future.
The problems facing the world today are not going to disappear overnight. In this
uncertain era of globalization and increasing natural calamities it is imperative that we all
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be proactive to protect our wealth and secure a future for our families. For those who
have experienced severe losses in their investments it is even more critical to take action
now. It is never too late.
No investment is a sure thing, and no single investment strategy is right for everyone.
However, experts agree it is wise to include gold investments in every portfolio as a hedge
against inflation and declining value in mainstream investments.
Trade in your worries for some peace of mind.
Take the first step towards your financial security today by calling 1-800-300-0715 and
speaking with one of our friendly expert gold investment advisors. Certified Gold
Exchange understands that the ideal investment strategy for you depends upon your
unique goals, dreams, and resources. Our singular mission is to assist you in planning a
gold investment strategy that is right for you, your family – and your future.

Contact Us
US Trading Floor: 1-800-300-0715
US Fax line: 1-800-300-4919
International: 1-787-723-4048
Locations and Depositories Certified Gold Exchange, Inc
1060 Ashford Ave Suite 1 San Juan‚ PR 00907
1070 W. Parkway Ave West Valley City‚ UT 84119
3601 North Market Street Wilmington‚ DE 19802
1 West 39th Street-Building SC-2 New York‚ NY 10018
Secure Contact Form
www.certifiedgoldexchange.com/contact

Please Note: We will accept packages and inventories that have a valid
purchasing order number clearly listed on the box. Do not ship product to
us until you have received an email confirmation with complete
instructions from our compliance department. Compliance emails are sent
within 30 minutes of confirmation by our advisors.
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